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CSA Submission 

Labour Relations Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2012 

 

Introduction 

The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated (CSA), an organisation registered 

under the Industrial Relations Act, intends to make submissions on various provisions of Labour 

Relations Legislation Amendment and Repeal Bill 2012 [the Bill] with respect to the following: 

 Right of entry 

 Public Service Appeal Board [PSAB] changes 

 Public Service Arbitrator [PSA], including impediments like public sector standards 

 S.51A General order for public sector discipline should be retained 

 Award modernisation and four yearly reviews 

 Redundancy 

 Transmission of business from the public sector to the private or not for profit sectors 

 Miscellaneous other matters 
 

The CSA notes that Unions WA are in the process of providing their submissions on the above bill, 

and the CSA’s submissions are in addition to Unions WA’s submissions and focus on the CSA’s 

core business in public sector employment regulation. The CSA respectfully reserve the right to 

make further submissions if and when new issues related to the Bill come to its attention. 

 

Public Service Appeal Board changes 

Part IIA the Bill 2012 replaces Part IIA Industrial Relations Act [IR Act] by clause 53, and in effect 

abolishes the constituent authority known as the PSAB, and invests its jurisdiction in a single 

Commissioner. Clause 80V maintains the original jurisdiction of the  PSAB vested through either s. 

80I IR Act or s. 78 Public Sector Management Act 1994 [PSM Act].  

If, as claimed at point 92 of the Explanatory Memorandum (EM), the Bill provides for an appeal 

through s.49 of the Act, of a clause 80V decision, it is appropriate to specify that in the proposed 

legislation rather than to leave it to deduction. As the EM refers to limited changes to the PSA and 

PSAB jurisdictions any new appeal right should be specified to avoid confusion. 

The Amendola recommendations included reference to government officers having access to all 

remedies under the general jurisdiction of unfair dismissal. This includes (but is not limited to) 

reinstatement and compensation in lieu of reinstatement. 

Previously the PSAB awarded compensation in lieu until the decision of the Industrial Appeal Court 

in Insurance Commission of Western Australia v Johnson (1997) 75 IR 195. This was based on the 

reasoning in the Pepler decision that because there was no express power in the general 

jurisdiction under the IR Act to award compensation in lieu, then such an exercise of power was 

invalid. The deficiency in the general jurisdiction was later amended by legislation. As streamlining 

is a justification for abolishing the PSAB, the remedies should be streamlined as well. The CSA 

respectfully seek amendments to the Bill to correct this acknowledged deficiency in the current Act. 
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Where the Commission (however constituted) decides that reinstatement is not possible (e.g. a 

breakdown in the employment relationship or for some other valid reason), financial compensation 

should be available to Government Officers. 

Current PSAB appeals are heard de novo and that approach should be reflected in the Bill itself as 

a direction to the Commission. The EM at point 76 advises the nature of the PSAB jurisdiction will 

not be substantively affected by the amendments; therefore Parliament should specify an intention 

to maintain the de novo appeal to ensure clarity. 

Another change is featured in clause 80V(3) which provides a limitation on certain appeals out of 

time under s. 78 PSM Act. The CSA can see no justification for changing the existing rules for 

allowing appeals out of time under s. 27, and thus the provision appears unnecessary. Further, if 

maintained, the proposed amendment may result in an interpretation that appeals out of time in the 

specific jurisdiction can only occur in the circumstances of  clause 80V (3) and not otherwise. 

The inability of the current PSAB to undertake conciliation conferences, pursuant to s.32 and s. 44 

of the Act has in the past been noted by the Commission. Given such conferences are a tried and 

trusted means of resolving industrial disputes, without resorting to arbitration, the Bill offers an 

opportunity to correct that deficiency. The CSA recommends that conciliation should be provided. 

 

Public Service Arbitrator – jurisdiction to be vested in the WAIRC 

The CSA supports the vesting of the Arbitrator’s jurisdiction in the Commission itself because the 

current practice of appointing arbitrators from the current Commissioners and drafting memoranda 

for matters to be referred has that effect. 

The CSA does not support the maintaining of the current bar to the jurisdiction based on the 

existence of a public sector standard. This bar is replicated in clause 80S(6) the Bill. The CSA has 

supported a campaign to have the bar reflected in s. 80E(7) and s. 23(2a) IR Act abolished. In 

2012 a bill to that affect was introduced into the Legislative Assembly, but was defeated. Both 

government and public service officers should have the same rights of access to the Commission 

as a private sector or not for profit sector employee. The CSA endorses the submissions of Union 

WA in that particular – clause 80S(6) should not be proceeded with. 

The repeal of the bar (in certain circumstances) was a recommendation of the Whitehead review of 

the PSM Act in 2004. During that review the then Department of Consumer and Employment 

Protection acknowledged deficiencies in the breach of public standard regime and proposed a gate 

way for referral to the Commission.   

The CSA’s is contention is strengthened by the lack of confidence (or interest) demonstrated by 

Public Sector workers and their Unions in the alternative regime administered by the Public Sector 

Commission [PSC]. The system is underutilised. The 2011/12 PSC annual report advises only 125 

claims were received in a 12 month period. Further, only 11 claims were upheld. 

The inadequacies of the regime are well known. It reviews only process and ignores merit. Further 

the recommendations of the PSC concerning a proven breach are unenforceable. If the 

Government of the day and the PSC had confidence in the robustness of the regime they would 

welcome the repeal of the bar and allow the system to exist alongside the WAIRC. 
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S.51A General Order for public sector discipline should be retained. 

Clause 144 the Bill seeks to delete s. 51A of the Act. The CSA submits that the section should be 

retained. The CSA would not want the WAIRC general jurisdiction curtailed by implication if s51A 

was repealed. S. 51A applies to both public service officers under the PSM Act, and government 

officers outside the PSM Act.  

Currently the CSA is seeking to negotiate a dispute with an agency over the use of its disciplinary 

policy that applies to non public service officers. The CSA is also seeking to negotiate a dispute 

with another agency over its representation rights and that agency employs public service officers. 

This dispute relates to clause 36 Public Service Award – union facilities, which provide 

representation rights to the CSA and its delegates. As there are similar clauses in other CSA and 

non CSA awards in the public sector at large this dispute has sector wide ramifications.  

The use of s. 51A is a likely avenue to resolve both disputes, should negotiations fail. 

 

Redundancy and Transmission of Business 

The CSA notes that the Bill seeks to repeal the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act [MCE] and 

the Termination Change and Redundancy Order [TCR order] with respect to redundancy, 

consultation and other minimum conditions by making similar provision through the  Amendment 

Bill  as State Employment Standards [SES]. For the public sector the Amendment Act asserts the 

supremacy of the PSM Act and its redundancy regulations if there is any inconsistency between 

them and the SES. 

The CSA notes that some of the provisions in the Amendment Bill which relate to redundancy 

entitlements are not  as beneficial as parts of the TCR order, and the CSA submits that the more 

beneficial provision be enacted as part of the SES. For example, TCR order provides for 13 or 14 

weeks pay for service of 7 and 8 years respectively. The SES provides for 12 weeks pay for 7 

years’ service or more. The SES maintains the status quo for unions to be consulted over change 

issues, if that is required by their awards or agreements. But if there is no current requirement in 

the current instrument for union consultation, then any change to the instrument will have to be by 

consent. It appears therefore that a dispute over consultation or notification of change cannot be 

resolved by arbitration. The CSA submits that arbitration should be made available in these 

circumstances as well. 

The SES does follow the FWA provision for the transmission of business in respect of the 

employee having reasonable grounds to refuse to accept the terms and conditions of the new 

employer. The SES, clause 168, provides that if an employee rejects a job offer, then that person 

loses their redundancy pay entitlement. The TCR order allows for an appeal to the WAIRC in those 

circumstances and that appeal should be retained.  

The CSA notes that the proposed Transmission of Business entitlements for public sector 

employees are not in accord with the spirit and intent of Fair Work (Transfer of Business) Act 2012 

(Cth). The Amendment Bill needs to be changed to come into line with that federal provision. The 

FW protection is limited to public sector businesses transmitted to constitutional corporations or 

other national system employers. The Amendment Bill needs to fill the gap where state 
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government businesses are transmitted to not for profit or state based employers. Employees 

moving between employers within WAIRC jurisdiction pursuant to a transmission of business 

process should carry their salaries and conditions with them to the new employer as an 

enforceable right. If the Bill seeks to harmonise the WAIRC and FWA jurisdictions it ought not 

confer lesser rights on WA employees in the state system. In current form, that Bill will encourage 

a race to the bottom, as new employers seek a competitive price advantage over rivals by 

undermining existing salaries and conditions in awards or industrial agreements. This was the 

outcome in a number of WA industries under the previous Workplace Agreement regime, where 

the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993 (WA) provided the legal minima. The employees 

who suffered were among the lowest paid in WA such as cleaners, retail, fast food and hospitality 

workers.  

 

Right of Entry (ROE) 

The proposed right of entry changes are in accord with the Fair Work provisions. If enacted, the 

provisions will override the CSA’s right of entry clauses in its public sector awards. It will limit the 

capacity of the CSA to contact its members at work during working hours, and confine visits to 

authorised breaks and meetings to designated areas or rooms. 

Clause 209 imposes more onerous requirements on ROE notices; in particular the need to specify 

the specific section under which entry is made, the particulars of the contravention or breach, the 

membership rule, and making a declaration, and making a declaration of entitlement to represent 

the industrial interests of the employees. Given the broad scope of the CSA’s membership, and the 

operation of its awards and general agreements throughout the public sector these requirements 

are unnecessary. The public sector employers are well aware of the scope of the CSA’s 

membership coverage and its related instruments. 

The CSA ponders what mischief the amendments seek to address in the public sector. ROE is not 

controversial in CSA covered areas. There has not been any adverse finding against the Union by 

the Commission related to ROE. Further, the Commission in an arbitrated hearing previously 

clarified the current rights and obligations of the employer and Union re ROE in CSA covered 

areas, Commissioner Aboriginal Affairs & Ors v CSA, [2004] WAIRC 11016.  

If an employer has a legitimate grievance concerning the misuse of the current ROE regime it can 

seek WAIRC intervention regarding the individual person or Union involved. Employers and their 

representatives have taken such action in the past. It is neither appropriate nor reasonable to 

restrict our members’ access to their Union. 

The proposed changes are contrary to ILO Conventions 87 and 98 – Freedom of Association and 

the Protection of the Right to Organise, and the Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining, which 

Australia has ratified.  

On this basis there is good reason to maintain the status quo and delete the proposed 

amendments from the Bill. 

 

Award modernisation and four yearly reviews 
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The amendments propose that public sector be defined by the limitations set out in the PSM Act. 

This would potentially affect public sector employees who are excluded by PSM Act Schedule 1 

Non Organisations. These include agencies like: 

 Governors Establishment 

 Parliamentary Employees 

 Electorate Officers 

 Court Staff 

 Police officers, including cadets, and police auxiliaries 
 

The definition of Public Authority should be retained in the Industrial Relations Act because it is 

broader than the proposed adaptation of the PSM Act definition. The current definition in the IR Act 

refers to state trading concerns, or other state instrumentalities and the entities excluded by PSM 

Act Schedule 1 Non Organisations. 

The CSA notes that the award modernisation process is not to apply to public sector awards 

because the EM correctly states that public sector awards are updated on a regular basis. 

The CSA also notes that public sector awards will like other awards be subject to four yearly 

reviews. The CSA nevertheless submits that the proposed modernisation or review processes 

undertaken by the Commission in Full Session is cumbersome, and could quite easily be 

undertaken by a single Commissioner if the policy direction was settled.  

The review process is to be delayed until after the award modernisation process is completed. In 

that respect, the CSA would prefer that public sector awards could be updated as convenient, 

rather than be subject to the delay provided in the proposed clause 40BG(1)(a). 

The proposed deletion of current s.36A removes the capacity for Interim Awards and the onus on 

the objector to a new award to show its creation is not in the public interest. This will only make it 

more difficult for employees to seek award coverage. The new Bill contends for a regime of 

relevant awards and State Employment Standards. It is therefore contradictory to hinder the 

access of non award employees to awards. The CSA opposes the illogical amendment. 

The CSA notes that the newly proposed criteria for clause 40BG(f) introduces the notion of  

economic sustainability and productive organisation. This notion does not have to be balanced with 

fairness as currently applies. The proposal should be reconsidered for that reason. 

Proposed clause 90, which intends to amend s. 40(2) IR Act provides for potential disputation 

where there is overlapping constitutional coverage. The proposed subsections (2) (a) and (b) 

widens the scope of applicants to vary awards to include both unions and employers named as 

parties, and others entitled to represent the industrial interests of employees.  While industrial 

interests are not defined, it is assumed that refers to the scope of the unions’ eligibility rules.  This 

provision if enacted could enable other unions not party to CSA Awards to seek to vary the CSA 

awards (e.g. United Voice and APEA who have overlapping constitutional coverage in part with the 

CSA). Such disputation should be avoided and the right to seek variations limited to the named 

award parties. 

The CSA notes that proposed clause 40BD provides for the exclusion of employees not 

traditionally covered by awards or for other reasons. It states: 
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A modern State award must not be expressed to cover classes of employees — 

(a) who, because of the nature or seniority of their  role, have traditionally not been covered 

by  awards (whether made under laws of the  Commonwealth or the States); or 

(b) who perform work that is not of a similar nature  to work that has traditionally been 

regulated by  such awards. 

While this provision is not apply to Public Sector Awards it is not good policy to deny a class of 

employees of their rights to organise to secure an award safety net. There are some government 

officers who are subject to general agreements, but have no award safety net. The CSA has been 

seeking to remedy this situation, and would want the current situation compounded by the signal 

provided by the proposed clause 40BD. This clause should not be proceeded with. 

Finally the CSA notes and welcomes the proposal for retrospectivity in clause 40BJ - coming of 

award into operation. It enables retrospectivity for awards/orders issuing from an award review.  

Miscellaneous 

In the spirit of harmonisation with the Fair Work Act, the Bill should adopt: 

 S. 284(1)(b) FW Act promoting social inclusion through increased workforce participation 
as a matter to be taken into consideration. 

 Part 2-7 of the FW Act which allows FWA to make orders to ensure there will be equal 
remuneration for men and women workers for work of equal or comparable value. In the 
context of award modernisation: the terms of a modern award, an enterprise agreement or 
an FWA order have no effect in relation to an employee to the extent that it is less 
beneficial to the employee than a term of an equal remuneration order that applies to the 
employee. 

 The general protections regime under Part 3-1 of FW Act. 
 

The CSA assume that the proposed limitations on unfair dismissal claims concerning small 

businesses will not apply to claims made by Government Officers under clause 80V. Regardless 

the Union opposes any diminution of employee unfair dismissal rights and made similar 

submission concerning the then proposed FW Act. Currently employers have a probationary period 

to assess an employee’s competency prior to the full application of the unfair dismissal regime. 

Further, the Government has not presented compelling empirical evidence in support of the 

amendment indentifying flaws in the current regime. 

 

Mark Finnegan 

Coordinator Member Services 

6 February 2013. 

 


